ISRAELI INNOVATION: HEALTHTECH COUNTERING COVID-19

THERE ARE MORE THAN 70 COMPANIES IN ISRAEL HARNESSING TECH TO COMBAT COVID-19

REMOTE MONITORING AND HOME CARE

- OmnySense
- NanoVation
- CNOGA MEDICAL
- VITALERTER
- biopet
- EarlySense
- Monit
- Atylocare

SOCIAL AND MENTAL ASPECTS

- intuition robotics
- wisdo
- kytera
- temi
- XRHealth
- eyecontrol
- Rezilient
- BEOONE
- Bobe
- UNIPER

PROTECTION AND PREVENTION

- BioFence
- CORDIC
- sonovia
- HomeDoc
- HemaClear
- repinova
- SOOPY
- invi21e
- DUSMIT

REMOTE MONITORING AND HOME CARE

- Argaman
- WVTi
- MedFlyt
- Novaterra
- SION MEDICAL

This map does not represent all startups in the HealthTech ecosystem.

DEPLOYMENT STAGE:

- Idea to MVP
- Pilot Ready
- Adaptation Needed
- Deployment Ready

DIAGNOSTICS AND DECISION SUPPORT

- BATM
- PEPTICOM
- Salignostics
- MDI
- nanoscent
- AGAMON
- binah.ai
- DiagnoTech Robotics
- INOYTECH
- med1o
- MeMed
- Claw
- RADLogics
- sMED

HealthIL is the ultimate marketplace for collaboration and partnerships between health organizations, startups, tech companies, investors, academia, government and the entire digital health ecosystem. We are driven by challenge-centric innovation - understanding the needs and challenges as a starting point for successful implementation of technologies. HealthIL (Formerly known as BeWell.il), a joint venture of the Israel Innovation Institute, Israel’s Ministry of Economy and Digital Israel at the Ministry of Social Equality.

Start-Up Nation Central is an independent non-profit that builds bridges to Israeli innovation. The organization connects business, government, and NGO leaders from around the world to Israeli innovation, through highly customized business engagements, and through Start-Up Nation Finder - an easy to use, up-to-date, free online platform for discovering and connecting with thousands of relevant innovators. The organization identifies technological sectors with high-growth potential, and helps them develop to maturity; exposing them to global audiences, helping them develop practical tools, attracting investors, and establishing and nurturing tech communities to increase collaboration, knowledge-sharing, and skill expansion.